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ABSTRACT: In the search for high-energy density materials for Li-ion batteries,
silicon has emerged as a promising candidate for anodes due to its ability to absorb a
large number of Li atoms. Lithiation of Si leads to large deformation and concurrent
changes in its mechanical properties, from a brittle material in its pure form to a
material that can sustain large inelastic deformation in the lithiated form. These
remarkable changes in behavior pose a challenge to theoretical treatment of the
material properties. Here, we provide a detailed picture of the origin of changes in the
mechanical properties, based on first-principles calculations of the atomic-scale
structural and electronic properties in a model amorphous silicon (a-Si) structure. We
regard the reactive flow of lithiated silicon as a nonequilibrium process consisting of
concurrent Li insertion driven by unbalanced chemical potential and flow driven by
deviatoric stress. The reaction enables the material to flow at a lower level of stress.
Our theoretical model is in excellent quantitative agreement with experimental measurements of lithiation-induced stress on a Si
thin film.
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In the quest to develop high-energy density Li-ion batteries,
materials that can absorb large amounts of Li are of great

interest. Silicon shows a remarkable ability to absorb Li, making
it a very promising anode material.1 This, however, comes at
the cost of very large deformation of the Si structure upon
lithiation and a concurrent drastic change in mechanical
properties, from the brittle nature of pure crystalline Si to an
amorphous material that can undergo flow in the lithiated
form.2,3 This behavior is typical during the electrochemical
cycling of high-capacity electrodes, such as lithium alloy
anodes,4 conversion oxides,5 and sulfur cathodes,6 all of
which exhibit significant structural transformations and
property changes induced by the Li insertion reaction.
The large amount of absorption of Li by Si results in a large

volumetric expansion and severe structural changes. The
lithiation-induced stress and fracture often lead to the loss of
active materials and rapid decay of capacity, which limit its
commercialization.7 This mode of failure can be mitigated by
manipulating the structural optimization and deformation
patterns of nanostructured Si anodes. Examples include
nanowires,8 thin films,9−11 hollow nanoparticles,12 carbon−
silicon composites,13,14 and coated-hollow structures.15−17

Recent experiments and theories show evidence that the large
deformation of lithiated silicon can be accommodated by
inelastic flow, which may avert fracture of nanostructured
silicon.18−23 To develop feasible nanostructured anodes, it is
crucial to understand the lithiation, deformation, and stresses
from a fundamental perspective.

Since the chemical interaction between Li and Si is local,
first-principles quantum mechanical calculations can capture
the microscopic mechanism of the lithiation reaction. The local
chemical effects lead to the macroscopic mechanical behavior,
such as flow of lithiated silicon. Lithiation and flow are both
nonequilibrium processes. We extend the continuum theory of
plasticity and formulate a yield condition by placing driving
forces for lithiation and flow on the same footing. In situ
experimental measurements of the stress evolution in an a-Si
thin film during a lithiation and delithiation cycle serve both as
the motivation for the theoretical work as well as a detailed
quantitative test of the theory.
Previous atomistic studies include examining the energetics

of Li in bulk crystalline silicon and silicon nanowires,24−30

characterizing the elastic properties of the bulk,31 and
reproducing the volumetric and electric potential responses
during lithiation and delithiation.32−34 First-principles calcu-
lations have also been employed to illustrate the deformation
mechanism of plasticity in lithiated silicon.35 Here we present
atomistic studies on the concurrent process of Li insertion and
flow of amorphous lithiated silicon. Both the atomic insertion
driven by the chemomechanical load and flow driven by the
mechanical load contribute to the reactive flow of lithiated
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silicon. We propose a yield function to describe the inelastic
behavior. We correlate structural changes at the atomic scale
with the macroscopic response and study the transition of
electronic properties of Si upon Li insertion, from the
semiconductor state to the metallic state.
We begin with a description of the experimental results that

motivated this study. We measure the stress evolution in an a-Si
thin film electrode during the first lithiation and delithiation
cycle by the wafer curvature method. The solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) layer might affect the stress measurement; such
an effect has not been characterized at this writing. Li insertion
and extraction result in a state of biaxial stress in the a-Si thin
film deposited on a thick substrate. The thin film exerts forces
on the substrate that result in elastic bending of the substrate.
The average stress in the film can be deduced from the
curvature of the substrate using Stoney’s equation.36 The
electrochemical measurements are carried out in a custom
three-electrode beaker cell, as illustrated in Figure 1s
(Supporting Information). In situ stress measurements are
performed with a multibeam optical sensor (MOSS). We
describe the details of fabrication of amorphous silicon thin film
electrodes, assembly of electrochemical cells, electrochemical
measurements, and stress measurements in the Experimental
Section. Similar experimental setups have been reported by
other groups.18,37,38

The evolution of the biaxial stress in the a-Si thin film is
shown in Figure 1. During the initial lithiation, the compressive

stress increases linearly in the first stage, indicating an elastic
response. The stress reaches an elastic limit of ∼2 GPa for
Li0.25Si. We note that the elastic limit is higher than that
reported in a previous study,18 which may be due to neglecting
the effect of the refractive index difference between the
electrolyte and air in the previous study. With further lithiation,
inelastic flow sets in to accommodate the additional volume
expansion. The compressive flow stress decreases, reaching a
value of ∼1 GPa for Li2Si at the cutoff potential 0.01 V vs Li/
Li+. The low lithiation capacity might be due to the fast
charging rate (1C) in the experiment. Upon delithiation, the

unloading is initially elastic within a narrow range of Li
composition. The stress reaches ∼1 GPa in tension due to the
plasticity of lithiated silicon. The flow stress increases slightly
with further delithiation, reaching a value of ∼1.5 GPa at the
cutoff potential 2 V. The delithiation capacity is lower than that
during lithiation; the irreversible capacity is often attributed to
the formation of SEI.1

We simulate the stress evolution in an a-Si thin film electrode
subject to a lithiation and delithiation cycle by employing first-
principles computational methods. Such simulations allow a
close inspection of the microscopic mechanism of lithiation and
the associated deformation behavior. The first-principles
calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) were
performed using the SIESTA code.39 The amorphous structure
contains 64 Si atoms with periodic boundary conditions. This
choice of supercell is consciously relatively small, because we
are interested in exploring a large number of possible
configurations of Si structures with various Li concentrations.
Our choice of supercell affords such studies at a reasonable
balance of computational cost and accuracy. The atomic
structures, system energy, and mechanical stresses are
calculated using a local-basis set of double-ς polarized atomic
orbitals with an energy cutoff of 70 Ry (∼952 eV). In energy
optimization calculations, both the atomic coordinates and the
supercell shape were fully relaxed. The energy optimization was
considered complete when the magnitude of the force on each
atom was smaller than 0.04 eV Å−1.
The a-Si structure employed here was generated by

quenching the liquid phase with explicit molecular dynamics
using the environment dependent interatomic potential (EDIP)
for Si,40 as described in more detail in our previous work.35,41

To simulate the behavior of the a-Si thin film bonded to a thick
substrate, we constrain the in-plane deformation of the unit cell,
with the lithiation-induced volume change accommodated by
out-of-plane expansion (z-direction) of the unit cell. Kinetic
effects, such as the long-range process of Li diffusion in Si, were
considered in a separate calculation of the relevant energy
barriers. We found that the lowest energy barrier for a single Li
atom diffusion in the a-Si network is around 0.4 eV,
significantly lower than that in the c-Si lattice (0.55 eV).24,35

We also note that a typical value of lithium diffusivity in
amorphous silicon is ∼10−16 m2 s−1;42,43 the diffusion time for
lithium through a 100 nm silicon film can be estimated as on
the order of 100 s (t ∼ L2/D). Such time is much shorter than
the charging time of a lithiation cycle at 1C. Thus, in the
modeling of stress, we assume that diffusion is fast enough to
allow for a uniform distribution of Li. A more detailed study of
Li diffusion kinetics will be reported elsewhere.
At each Li concentration, we place Li atoms at energetically

favorable positions in the a-Si network. To simulate an a-Si thin
film, we constrain the deformation in the in-plane directions
(x-, y-directions) and apply an incremental stretch to the z-
direction with energy minimization at each step of the stretch.
The structure resulting from energy minimization corresponds
to the zero stress state in the z-direction. In order to eliminate
the large variations in the calculation of in-plane stresses, we
considered five possible configurations of lithiated silicon at a
given Li concentration with different distributions of Li in each.
We first identified 32 unique lowest-energy positions for a Li
atom insertion into the a-Si network.35 When the Li content is
below Li0.5Si, we vary the occupancy of the 32 positions to
control Li concentration. In structures that have higher Li
content than full occupancy of the 32 positions of lowest

Figure 1. Evolution of the biaxial stress in an a-Si thin film electrode
during a lithiation and delithiation cycle: The orange line shows the in
situ measurement of the biaxial stress in the first lithiation cycle by the
wafer curvature method. The electrode is cycled at 1C rate between 2
and 0.01 V vs Li/Li+. The black lines with symbols (filled for lithiation,
open for delithiation) show the evolution of the biaxial stress in an a-Si
thin film electrode during a lithiation and delithiation cycle based on
first-principles calculations. The error bars represent standard
deviations obtained from several configurations at each Li concen-
tration. The yield strength of lithiated Si at a given Li concentration,
obtained by uniaxial tension simulations, is shown by triangles (the
dashed line connecting the triangles is a guide to the eye).
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energy, we examine the number of Li neighbors of each Si atom
and place the additional Li atoms around the Si atoms that have
the lowest number of Li neighbors. The Li concentration was
changed in increments of 8 Li atoms inserted (removed) at
each lithiation (delithiation) step.
Due to the constraint in the in-plane directions of the unit

cell, a biaxial stress is generated during lithiation and
delithiation of the a-Si thin film. The evolution of the biaxial
stress obtained from our first-principles calculations is shown in
Figure 1. The solid-symbol line represents the stress evolution
during lithiation, and the open-symbol line represents the stress
during delithiation; the symbols represent the average stress of
the five configurations considered at each step during lithiation
and delithiation, while the error bars represent standard
deviations. The agreement between the calculations and the
experimental measurements is remarkable. In the calculation,
during lithiation, the biaxial compressive stress reaches an
elastic limit of ∼2 GPa at Li0.375Si. With further lithiation,
lithiated silicon exhibits flow. The compressive flow stress
decreases from ∼2 to ∼1 GPa when the Li composition
increases to Li2Si. Upon delithiation, lithiated silicon first
unloads elastically, over a wider range of Li composition
compared with the experiment. The discrepancy in the elastic
unloading might be due to the creation of nanopores,35 or to
artificial limitations introduced by the relatively small size of our
model system. Nevertheless, the agreement in the elastic
unloading behavior between experimental measurements and
theoretical predictions is still reasonable, if not as satisfactory as
in the initial lithiation range. Following the elastic response, the
biaxial stress reaches a value of ∼1 GPa in tension, and the
magnitude of the stress steadily increases with further
delithiation. The high stress level at low Li concentrations
might be due to an elastic response; at sufficiently low Li
concentrations, the structure is too brittle to flow.35

We first address the question of whether or not the stress
generated during the lithiation cycle is equal to the yield
strength of the structure. We determine the yield strength of
lithiated silicon for various Li concentrations through
simulations of uniaxial tension. For each Li concentration, we
first perform energy minimization of the lithiated silicon
without any constraint. A given stress level is then prescribed
along the x direction of the structure, and the nominal strain
after full relaxation is measured. The stress−strain response
curves are shown in Figure 2s (Supporting Information). More
details of the simulation are described in our previous work.35

The yield strength obtained through this procedure is shown
Figure 1; the magnitude of yield strength at a fixed Li
concentration is about twice as high as the stress generated
during the lithiation cycle. The difference between the yield
strength and the biaxial stress is attributed to lithiation-assisted
inelastic deformation: the lithiation reaction enhances flow of
lithiated silicon by lowering the stress needed to induce flow.
In order to account for these effects, we consider the

following model: when an element of a Si electrode is
connected to a reservoir of Li with chemical potential μ, it
absorbs a number of Li ions and deforms, Figure 2a. We regard
the inelastic deformation as mixing and rearranging of atoms,
such that the identities of neighboring atoms are altered during
deformation. The insertion of Li involves forming of Si−Li
bonds and breaking of Si−Si bonds. Therefore, the lithiation-
induced strain is a type of inelastic deformation. At a fixed
concentration of Li, elastic deformation may also occur. It
involves small changes of the relative positions of atoms but

conserves the identity of neighboring atoms. The elastic
deformation, typically less than 10%, is negligible compared
with the large inelastic deformation caused by Li insertion.
Furthermore, we distinguish two mechanisms of inelasticity of
lithiated silicon―shape change by flow and volumetric
change by reaction, as shown schematically in Figure 2a. Under
constraints, a field of stress is induced in the electrode upon
lithiation. Flow is caused by the presence of deviatoric stresses.
It characterizes the shape change but conserves the volume of
the electrode. This picture is reminiscent of shear flow of a
metal or a liquid of small molecules. Insertion of Li induces a
volume change in Si. This process is driven both by the
chemical potential of Li as determined by the reservoir of Li
atoms and by the mean stress generated during Li insertion;
this load is referred to as the chemomechanical load. The
insertion reaction and flow are concurrent during lithiation. We
call the concurrent process “reactive flow”. Reactive flow of
solids is commonly observed in many other systems, such as
oxidation of aluminum and concrete structures with alkali-silica
reactions.44−46 A full theory of reactive flow of solids is
described elsewhere.47

Let σij be the stress applied to the silicon electrode, σm = (σ11
+ σ22 + σ33)/3 the mean stress, and sij = σij − σm δij the
deviatoric stress, where δij is the Kronecker delta. The chemical
potential of Li in the Si electrode is μ0 + kT ln a − Ωσm, where
μ0 is the chemical potential of Li in the reference state, k the
Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, a the activity
of Li in the silicon electrode, and Ω the partial molar volume of
Li in Si.20,22 A compressive mean stress retards Li insertion, and
a tensile stress promotes Li insertion. When Li in the reservoir
and Li in the Si electrode are not in equilibrium, the chemical
potential is unbalanced. Let μ be the chemical potential of Li in
the reservoir. The difference in the chemical potential between

Figure 2. (a) The two types of inelastic deformation of Si during
lithiationchange of shape by flow and change of volume by insertion
of Li. Flow is induced by the presence of deviatoric stresses. Insertion
is driven by the chemical potential μ of Li in the reservoir and the
mean stress σm. (b) A yield function Ψ(sij, ζ) is sketched in the space
of (sij, ζ); the condition Ψ = 0 defines the yield surface. (sij, ζ)
represents the inelastic deformation driven by both the mechanical
load sij and the chemomechanical load ζ, as modeled in the thin film a-
Si during lithiation cycle; (sij, 0) represents the inelastic deformation
due only to the mechanical load sij, as modeled in the uniaxial tension
simulation.
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Li in the reservoir and that in the silicon electrode defines the
driving force for reaction. We write the driving force in the
form

ζ
μ μ

σ=
− −

Ω
+

kT aln0
m (1)

When ζ > 0, the imbalance in the chemical potential promotes
lithiation. When ζ < 0, the imbalance in the chemical potential
promotes delithiation. When ζ = 0, the reaction reaches
equilibrium.
Following ref 47, we now regard both the reaction and flow

as nonequilibrium thermodynamic processes. The driving force
for reaction is ζ, and the driving force for flow is sij. Associated
with ζ is the work-conjugate variable ΩδC, which represents the
volumetric response of Si upon lithiation. Associated with sij is
the work-conjugate variable δεij

p, which represents the
incremental flow strain. We formulate the yield condition by
placing the driving forces for reaction and flow on the same
footing. Let the chemomechanical yield function be Ψ(s, ζ).
The condition Ψ(s,ζ) = o defines the yield surface in the linear
space spanned by sij and ζ. As an example, we extend the
formulation of von Mises48 to describe reactive flow by
adopting a particular form of the chemomechanical yield
function:

ζ σΨ = + −s s q
3
2 ij ij

2
Y

2
(2)

where σY is the yield strength of lithiated silicon under uniaxial
tension conditions. In general, σY varies with the Li
concentration and the inelastic strains, while q is a
dimensionless, positive constant that indicates the relative
contributions of the chemomechanical stress and the deviatoric
stress to the scalar measure of the driving force for reactive
flow. The value of q can be determined through a free swelling
experiment, under which reactive flow due to the deviatoric
stress is eliminated.
The yield surface Ψ is shown schematically in Figure 2b,

represented by an ellipse in the plane spanned by (sij, ζ). We
mark two important locations on the yield surface by crosses.
The first point (sij, 0), on the horizontal axis, represents the case
of reactive flow of lithiated silicon being driven only by the
mechanical force, as modeled in the uniaxial tension simulation.
Under uniaxial tension, we have s11 =

2/3σY, s22 = s33 = −1/3σY,
and the value of the yield strength of lithiated silicon σY as a
function of Li concentration is taken from the results shown in
Figure 1. The second point (sij, ζ) represents inelastic
deformation of lithiated silicon driven by both the mechanical
load sij and the chemomechanical load ζ. This situation is
modeled in a thin film a-Si electrode subject to a lithiation
cycle, shown in Figure 1. A biaxial stress is induced by Li
insertion into a-Si thin film; under flow, σ11 = σ22 = σ̃Y, such
that s11 = s22 = 1/3σ̃Y, s33 = −2/3σ̃Y. Here we differentiate
between the yield strength of lithiated silicon under uniaxial
tension σY and the flow stress σ̃Y under the lithiation reaction.
Their values are different, as previously mentioned (they are
represented by the triangles and circles, respectively, in Figure
1). The chemomechanical driving force ζ of eq 1 can be
calculated once the chemical potential of Li in the reservoir μ
and the activity coefficient a are given. If we neglect the entropy
contribution to the chemical potential of Li in the first-
principles simulations, Ωζ might be represented by −Ef, the
formation energy being defined as Ef = ELixSi − ESi − xELi, where

ELixSi represents the free energy of LixSi, ESi the free energy of
the a-Si structure at the reference state, and ELi the free energy
of Li atoms in the bulk Li metal, taken to be the natural
reservoir for Li. The particular value that ζ may assume does
not affect our main findings. The important insight from this
analysis, as depicted in Figures 1 and 2, is that the
chemomechanical driving force can promote lithiated silicon
to flow at a lower level of stresses.
The findings discussed so far concern the overall behavior of

the system. In order to elucidate the origin of this behavior, we
examine the atomic structures involved in the changes of
mechanical behavior of Si during a lithiation cycle. We begin
with the evolution of volumetric strain, shown in Figure 3a.

During lithiation, Si expands relatively slowly in the first stage.
A large volume change takes place starting at Li0.375Si, with the
slope of the volumetric strain remaining almost constant
beyond this point. At low Li concentration, Li insertion is
mainly accommodated by the insertion into interstitial sites in
the a-Si network. The presence of Li does not alter the Si
network significantly.32,35 Therefore, the Li insertion-induced
volume change is relatively small, and the biaxial stress response
is linear in the elastic regime. With further lithiation, Li
insertion is accommodated by gradually rearranging the a-Si
structure through Si−Si bond breaking. Li atoms have a high
mobility in the a-Si network that makes it possible to induce
Si−Si bond breaking and reformation, which in turn allows the
system to accommodate flow of lithiated silicon, without
further increase of the stress level. At the completion of a
lithiation cycle, an irreversible volumetric strain of 8% is
induced. We attribute this structural change to the creation of
nanopores. The volume change might reach a steady state after
a few cycles.32 Figure 3b shows the evolution of Si−Si and Si−
Li bond lengths that accompany these changes in volume. To
define atomic bonds, a physically meaningful measure of atomic
coordination is needed. We define two Si atoms to be bonded if
their distance is within 10% of the covalent bond length in bulk

Figure 3. Structural features of an a-Si thin film during lithiation and
delithiation cycle: (a) the volumetric strain, (b) the average values of
Si−Si bond length and Si−Li bond length, (c) the average values of
Si−Si coordination and Si−Li coordination. Solid symbol lines
represent paths during lithiation, and open symbol lines represent
paths during delithiation. The error bars represent standard deviations
obtained from several structures at each Li concentration.
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c-Si, which corresponds to the largest bond distance of 2.63 Å.
We also define a Si atom to be bonded with a Li atom if their
distance is smaller than 3.05 Å, a value determined by
examining the distribution of Si−Li pairs in the a-Si network
with the Li occupancy corresponding to the 32 unique lowest
energy positions for Li atoms. Such a value is also in good
agreement with calculations of molecular dynamics simula-
tions.49 In Figure 3b, we show the average values of the Si−Si
bond length ⟨bSi−Si⟩ and the Si−Li bond length ⟨bSi−Li⟩. Both
types of bonds remain almost constant during the lithiation
cycle, with the average Si−Si bond length at ∼2.45 Å and the
average Si−Li bond length at ∼2.78 Å. The average values of
Si−Si coordination ⟨CSi−Si⟩ and Si−Li coordination ⟨CSi−Li⟩ as a
function of Li composition are shown in Figure 3c. The atomic
coordination is indicative of the deformation behavior of
lithiated silicon. At low Li concentration, the Si−Si
coordination changes slowly, corresponding to the elastic
behavior. After Li0.375Si, both the Si−Si coordination and the
Si−Li coordination change linearly, which indicates a constant
rate of Si−Si bond breaking and Si−Li bond formation. After a
complete cycle of Li insertion and extraction, a fraction of Si−Si
bonds, around 10%, are not recovered, representing the
structural damage to the a-Si network induced by the lithiation
cycle.
To illustrate the structural change mentioned so far, we show

in Figure 4 three representative atomic structures at Li
concentrations of x = 0.125 (Li8Si64), 1.0 (Li64Si64), and 2.0
(Li128Si64). In the first, with ⟨CSi−Si⟩ ≈ 4, the small amount of Li
present in the structure leaves the network of Si−Si bonds
essentially undisturbed; in the second, with a Li:Si ratio equal
to 1:1 and ⟨CSi−Si⟩ ≈ 3, the network of Si−Si bonds has been
significantly altered, but a fairly well-defined network of such
bonds still exists and spans the size of the cell; in the third, with
the Li:Si ratio equal to 2:1 ⟨CSi−Si⟩ ≈ 2, the Si−Si network has
been essentially destroyed and only small pockets of Si−Si
bonds remain in the structure.50,51

Another indication of the changes to the structure upon
lithiation is the overall character of the electronic properties. By
analogy to studies of the crystalline-to-amorphous phase
transition that occurs with the electrochemical insertion of Li
into c-Si,50,51 an improved understanding of the semiconduct-
ing-to-metallic phase transition of a-Si upon lithiation can help
relate the structural properties of a-Si anodes to (macroscopi-
cally) measured electrochemical performance. In Figure 5, we
show the density of states (DOS) of lithiated a-Si for a
representative structure at four different concentrations of Li, x
= 0.125 (Li8Si64), 0.25 (Li16Si64), 0.375 (Li24Si64), and 0.5
(Li32Si64). The corresponding DOS of the pure a-Si structure,

which has semiconducting character with a clear gap between
occupied and unoccupied states, is superimposed on each of the
lithiated structures. A clear trend can be observed in these
results: as the concentration of Li increases, a transition from
the semiconducting to metallic phase occurs; this observation
does not depend on the structure at a particular Li
concentration. The main features of the transition are as
follows: (i) electronic states are introduced in and around the
band gap region as the band tails of a-Si broaden, a signature of
bonding disorder; (ii) electronic states with energy around 2 eV
below the Fermi level are depleted, which also reflects bonding
distortion, since this is the energy range that characterizes Si
covalent bonds; (iii) electronic states are introduced in the
energy range between −5 and −2 eV that correspond
predominantly to sp-states of Li. Similar observations have
been reported in the work of Wan et al.24 on the lithiation of c-
Si. The semiconducting-to-metallic phase transition of a-Si
during lithiation is closely correlated with the brittle-to-ductile
transition behavior observed in this material.
In conclusion, we have studied the microscopic mechanism

of inelastic deformation of a-Si electrodes and stresses
accompanying the lithiation reaction, using first-principles
calculations based on density functional theory. We described
the concurrent process of the Li insertion reaction and flow of
lithiated silicon. We note that reactive flow of solids is observed
in many other physical systems, but its theoretical treatment is

Figure 4. Examples of atomic-scale structure at different Li concentrations: x = 0.125 (Li8Si64, left panel), 1.0 (Li64Si64, central panel), and 2.0
(Li128Si64, right panel). Yellow spheres represent Si atoms, and red spheres represent Li atoms.

Figure 5. Density of states of pure a-Si (red solid line) and lithiated
silicon (green) at Li concentrations of x = 0.125 (Li8Si64), 0.25
(Li16Si64), 0.375 (Li24Si64), and 0.5 (Li32Si64). The vertical dashed line
marks the middle of the band gap or Fermi level of pure a-Si, defined
as the zero of the energy scale.
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largely undeveloped. Lithiation of silicon provides a useful
model system to study the interplay of local chemical reactions
and macroscopic mechanical deformation. The essence of the
results in this paper is that the chemical reaction promotes
mechanical flow, enabling a material to flow at a lower level of
stress. We proposed a phenomenological model to describe the
reactive flow of lithiated silicon and examined in detail the local
atomic structures and electronic properties to elucidate the
origin of the macroscopic mechanical behavior. The agreement
between our theoretical treatment and experimental measure-
ment is quite remarkable, despite the limitations of the
atomistic model which come chiefly from the size of the
periodic supercell to model a-Si.
Experimental Section. The Si thin-film electrode is

prepared using a DC magnetron sputtering system (AJA
International). A 50 nm Ti thin film was first sputtered for 5
min from a Ti target (50.8 mm diameter) onto a 175 μm thick
glass substrate at 100 W power and at a pressure of 3 mTorr of
argon. A 300 nm copper film was then deposited for 15 min
from a Cu target (50.8 mm diameter) on the Ti underlayer at
200 W power and at a pressure of 5 mTorr of argon. The Cu
film serves as the current collector, and the Ti underlayer is
used to improve the adhesion between the Cu film and the
glass substrate. A 100 nm Si film was subsequently deposited
for 33 min from a Si target (50.8 mm diameter) at 100 W
power and at a pressure of 5 mTorr of argon. All depositions
were performed at room temperature. After deposition, X-ray
diffraction was used to verify the amorphous structure of the Si
thin film.
The Si thin film electrode was assembled in a custom three-

electrode electrochemical cell (Figure 1s, Supporting Informa-
tion) with pure Li as reference and counter electrodes. 1 M
LiPF6 in 1:1 (vol %) ethylene carbonate:diethyl carbonate was
used as the electrolyte. Electrochemical measurements were
performed with a VersaSTAT 3 galvanostat from Princeton
Applied Research. The cell was cycled galvanostatically at a rate
of 1C between 2 and 0.01 V vs Li/Li+. The data acquisition rate
was 1 Hz for all electrochemical measurements. The lower limit
of 0.01 V was chosen to avoid formation of the crystalline
Li15Si4 phase.
Stress in the silicon thin film electrode was measured by

monitoring the substrate curvature during the electrochemical
lithiation cycle. The average stress in the film can be deduced
from the curvature of the substrate using Stoney’s equation

σ κ=
M h

h6
s s

2

f (3)

where σ is the average stress in the film, hs and hf are the
thicknesses of the substrate and film, respectively, k is the
change in curvature of the substrate as a result of the stress, and
Ms is the biaxial elastic modulus of the substrate. Note that
knowledge of film properties other than film thickness is not
required to calculate stresses using Stoney’s equation. The film
thickness hf is taken as a function of the charge state hf = hf

0(1 +
2.7m), where m is the state of charge and hf

0 is the initial film
thickness. This expression takes into account 370% volumetric
expansion of Si upon full lithiation. Because of the constraints
in the in-plane directions by the thick substrate, lithiation-
induced deformation in Si is entirely accommodated by out-of-
plane expansion. The curvature of the substrate was monitored
with a multibeam optical sensor (MOSS) from k-Space
Associates (Figure 1s, Supporting Information). The MOSS

sensor employs an array of parallel laser beams to measure the
curvature of a substrate. The array of laser beams allows
simultaneous multipoint illumination and detection, which in
turn greatly reduces measurement noise caused by fluid motion
in the electrochemical cell or by ambient vibrations. The
curvature of a substrate is calculated from a geometric relation

κ =
−d d
d L

n
n2

0

0

e

a (4)

where d is the distance between two adjacent laser spots on the
CCD camera, d0 is the initial distance between the laser spots,
and L is the distance between the beaker cell and the CCD
camera. Since the laser passes through the electrolyte and an
optical window, refraction of the laser beams must be taken
into account. In eq 4, ne represents the refraction index of the
electrolyte and na represents the refraction index of air. In the
stress calculations, we take ne = 1.42 for the electrolyte52 and na
= 1.0 for air.
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